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STRONG BOEHMIANS

ELLEN R. DILL AND PIOTR MIKUSINSKI

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. A new class of generalized functions is introduced. The objects are

defined as convolution quotients. The space is larger than the space of Schwartz

distributions but smaller than the space of Boehmians.

1. Introduction

Boehmians were introduced in [6] as a generalization of both regular

Mikusinski operators [3] and Schwartz distributions. Among the advantages

of regular operators are the algebraic character of the construction and exis-

tence of regular operators of infinite order with compact support. On the other

hand, regular operators, as all Mikusinski operators, have the support bounded

from the left. Boehmians have an algebraic character of Mikusinski operators

and at the same time do not have any restriction on the support. They contain

all Schwartz distributions, Roumieu ultradistributions, regular operators, and

other new objects [8, 12]. In particular, the series '^2n<L_00 C„e'2n' converges

for any sequence of coefficients C„ . These sequences can be used to construct

new solutions of the Laplace equation [4, 9]. Those results may suggest that the

space of Boehmians is too large.
In this note we define a new space of generalized functions which still has the

algebraic character of Boehmians, contains all Schwartz distributions, but does

not contain sums of trigonometric series with coefficients that grow too fast.
The definition of Boehmians can be found in [4, 6-9]. Sections 2 and 3 of

this note contain some results from [5].

2. Strong Boehmians

Let £? be a Banach space, 9t the space of all infinitely differentiable func-

tions from [1, co) x RN into f, and £ the space of all real-valued infinitely

differentiable functions <p with compact support in RN such that / tp = 1. By

* we denote the operation of convolution over R^. In particular, if / e 91

and tp £$, then

(/ * 4>)(X) = {/(a, x)} * {4>(x)} = f   f(a, v)tp(x - v) dv.
_ Jr"
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Let 2t be the collection of all pairs (/, cp) such that / £ 9t, tp £ $, and

{/(a, x)} * {pN<t>(px)} = {f(fi , x)} * {aN4>(ax)} for all a, 0 £ [1, oo). If
(/, <P), (8 ,V) e a and {/(a, x)} * {fiNys(fix)} = {g(/?, x)} * {aN<P(ax)} for
all a, fi £ [1, oo), then we write (/, tp) ~ (g, y/). It can easily be proved

that ~ is an equivalence. By &(RN, f), or simply 6, we denote the space of

equivalence classes in 21. Elements of 6 are called strong Boehmians.

It will be convenient to use the notation da4>(x) = aNtp(ax), a > 1 .

2.1. If tp, y/ £ £, then cp * y/ £ 5.
2.2. If f£<Jl and tp£$, then f*cp£<j\.
2.3. If (/, tp) £ 21 and  y/ £ S, then (/ * y/, tp * y/) £ 21 and (/, </>) ~

(/*^,<p*^).
2.4. If tp £ 5 and a > 1, then dacp£$.

2.5. Let (f, tp) £% and a> > 0. If g(a, x) = /(a + co, x) and y/ = dw</>,
then (g, ^)e2l and (#, ^) ~ (/, </>).

If .F e 6 and F = (f, tj>) ,we will write F = //0, which is not quite correct
but will not lead to any misunderstanding. We adopt the following definitions:

3/    M f , g     f*y/ + g*cp f f*y/
At = T' tH-= -7-> T * V = —7—.

tp       tp tp      y/ q>* xp 0 tp

where /,^e9l,0,^e5! and leR. It is easy to show that the above oper-
ations are well defined and that 6 is a vector space. In the following theorem
we prove that any infinite sequence of strong Boehmians can be represented

with a common denominator. In the proof we use infinite convolutions [2].

2.6. Theorem. If Fx, F2, ... £ &, then there exist fx, f2, ... £ 91 and tp £ J
such that F„ = f„/tp for all n eN.

Proof. For n = 1,2,..., let Fn = g„/y/n and let co„ > 1 be such that
du„Wn(x) = 0 for 11*11 > 2~" . Then the infinite convolutions

<P = dWl y/x * dW2 y/2 * ■ ■ ■

and

In = dW] y/x * <4>2y/2 * ■ ■ ■ * d0Jn_1 y/n_x * dWri+{ y/n+x *•••

belong to J (see [7]). Now define h„(a, x) = g„(a + co„, x). Then

F = gn_ =    K    _    h„*yn    _ hn*yn

"      Vn      dw„ y/n      dw„ Vn*7n (p

by 2.3 and 2.5.

A sequence of strong Boehmians {F„} is said to converge to a strong

Boehmian F if F = f/tp and Fn = f„/(p, for some /, /„ £ 9t and tp £ $,
and /„ —> / uniformly on compact subsets of [1, oo) x R^ .

Let Dp = (d/dxxyi ■ ■ ■ (d/dxN)P" , where p = (px,..., pN) and px, ..., pN
are nonnegative integers. For f/tp £ 6, define Dp(f/tp) = (Dpf)/tp. It can
easily be proved that D" is a well-defined operation on 6 .

3. 6 and Schwartz distributions

In this section we show that the space of £?-valued distributions [2?(M.), &]
(see [14]) can be identified with a proper subspace of 6 .
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3.1. Theorem. Let (p£$. The mapping J^: [2i(R), % ] -* 6 defined by

•Aif)-£f±
is a continuous injection which is independent of tp.

Proof. To prove that J\~ is well defined and independent of tp we use the

following property of f-valued distributions (see [14, Theorem 3.4-1]): If f e

[2?(R), %} and A is a compact interval in RN , then there exist a continuous

I?-valued function g on RN and a multi-index p such that

(f,V)= I  g(v)iyy/(v)dv
Jrn

for every test function y/ with support in K. Consequently, locally we have

f*tp = (-l)\P\g*LVtp, and thus (/ *datpx)* dp<p2 = (f * dp = tp2) * datpx for
all tpx, tp2 e # and a, fi > 1.

To prove continuity of J^ note that, for every compact interval K c RN

and [1, ax] c R, the set {datp(- - v):v £ K, a £ [1, ax]} is a compact set in

the space of test functions and then use the Banach-Steinhaus theorem.

Now we construct a strong Boehmian in &(R, C) which is not a distribution.

It is a modification of the example given by Boehme in [3]. We use the notation

f(a, t) instead of f(a, x) to emphasize the fact that the dimension N = 1.

The example can be extended to R^ without difficulty.

3.2. Example. From the Denjoy-Carleman theorem (see, e.g., [13]) it follows

that there exists tp £ $ such that

^(p(n)(t) <AB"(2n)\   forallreR.

Define
^ d"(datP(t))/dt"

/(«><) = L-(37^!-'

One can easily show that the series converges uniformly on compact subsets of

[1, oo) x R and that F = j'/tp is a strong Boehmian which is not a distribution.

4.   6   IS A PROPER SUBSPACE OF THE SPACE OF BOEHMIANS

The space 25 of Boehmians is a complete metrizable space with respect to
the so-called A-convergence [7]. In the following theorem we refer to that con-

vergence.

4.1.   Theorem. The mapping J^: 6 —> 25 defined by

2U;~ dn(p

is a continuous injection which is independent of tp.

Proof. Clearly, J^ is independent of tp. Suppose now that F„ = f„/tp, F =

f/tp, and fn—>f uniformly on compact subsets of [1, oo) x RN. Define

(pk = dktp. Then F„*tpk = {f„(k, x)} -* {f(k, x)} = F * tpk , which implies
F„ - F in 23 .
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To show that 6 is a proper subspace of 25 we use Fourier coefficients of

periodic Boehmians. Growth of Fourier coefficients of Boehmians has been
studied by Nemzer in [10-12]. Since the essential ideas are well exhibited in

case N = 1, we only give an example in that case.

4.2. Example. It can be shown that Y^=o Cnel2"' is a Bohemian for an arbi-

trary sequence C„ e R. We will show that it is not true for strong Boehmians.

For example, Y^Lq^5"^'2"' is not a strong Boehmian. Indeed, if tp £$, then

{fyv"j * {dMt)} = f>5"0 (£) *'2"'

where <p is the Fourier transform of tp. By the Paley-Wiener theorem [ 1, 6.8.1],

tp is an entire function of exponential type. Consequently [1, 5.4.2]

\4>(tn)\ > e-4

for some tn —► oo. Now there exist increasing sequences of positive integers

{qn} and {k„}, and an £ [1, 2] such that tqn = 2kn/an . Then

\tP(tJ\>e-'l=e-4knri>e-4k"

and thus
*k„   j   / 2  " \ ck„     _Ak„

e3 cp   —    > eD e      -+ oo.

Therefore, the series Y^=oe5"4>(2n/a)e'2n' cannot converge uniformly on any

set containing [1, 2] x {0} for any tp £$.
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